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weights and clock recovery circuit. All of the blocks are
composed of sub-components and simulated with CPPSIM.

Abstract- In multi-gigabit per second systems, due to speed
limitation, decision feedback equalization with first post-cursor
cancellation can cause additional pattern dependent jitters with
conventional LMS adaptation algorithm. Combining LMS
algorithm and edge equalization, effects of first tap feedback
delay is relieved and more compromised timing and voltage
margin is obtained. The result is verified through behavioral
simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
As the demand for higher data throughput increases, the
demand for the I/O speed between chips or systems as well as
the core speed is growing faster. However, one of the major
obstacles of the high speed data links is inter-symbol
interference (ISI) which is caused by frequency dependent loss
of the channel. ISI induces extracted clock jitters and reduces
data decision margins causing higher bit error rate. To
mitigate these deteriorations, many equalizing techniques like
pre-emphasis, receiver-side continuous-time filter and
decision feedback equalizer (DFE), are applied to the high
speed backplane transceivers. Among these, decision feedback
equalizer has advantages of that it does not boost noise and
crosstalk compared to receiver-side continuous-time filter and
does not need an extra back channel for adaptation compared
to pre-emphasis circuits [1-4]. However, because of speed
limitation, many DFE circuits suffer from large decision
feedback delays and employ loop-unfolding or speculative
techniques to mitigate them, which introduce unwanted
loading in signal and clock path and complicate the clock and
data recovery circuit design [1-3]. This paper presents the
problem of a simple DFE structure with a direct first tap
cancellation using conventional least mean square (LMS)
algorithm and introduces other adaptation algorithms, edge
equalization and joint of them to relieve the feedback delay
problem.

Fig. 1. System model for behavior simulation

II. DFE AND TIMING CONSTRAINT
Fig. 1 shows a system model of receiver equalizer for
behavior simulation. It is composed of feed-forward equalizer
(FFE) for partial boosting gain instead of transmitter preemphasis, variable gain amplifier (VGA) to control low
frequency gain, decision feedback equalizer with one tap
decision feedback for first-post cursor cancellation, digital
adaptation circuit to control the dc gain and equalizer tap

Fig. 2. Timing diagram of data signal in a decision feedback circuit.

Critical timing path in decision feedback are shown in
Fig.1 and the timing diagrams of the data signals are in Fig. 2.
Propagation delays of the combiner and the decision circuit
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equalized [4, 5]. Fig. 5 shows the convergence of the tap
coefficients and the equalized eye diagram with the same
propagation delay of the decision feedback using the
algorithm after the convergence. As the error is sampled at the
data transition edge, the tap coefficient is optimized for
minimum jitter and the eye diagram shows very low jitters.
However, the voltage margin at the center of the eye does not
improve much compared to the LMS algorithm.

are noted by tcomb and tclkq, respectively. Usually tclkq
dominates total delays of the decision feedback and a strong

Fig. 3. Input signal eye diagram with ISI after feed forward equalizer

function of the input signal amplitude. They should satisfy the
following timing constraint for the properly equalized eye.
t comb + t clkq ≤ T/2
(1)
The gain of the feed forward equalizer is set to the fixed value
and the dc gain of the variable gain amplifier is controlled by
LMS algorithm for each adaptation algorithm. Fig. 3 shows
data eye diagram after feed forward equalizer, which is
partially compensated by FFE and still has ISI.

(a)

III. ADAPTATION ALGORITHM OF DFE
A. LMS algorithm
The Least Mean Square algorithm is the most popular
algorithm which minimizes mean square error at the center of
the received eye.

C kn +1 = C kn − µ ⋅ sign[en (t )] ⋅ sign[rn (t + kT )]

t = nT

,

(2)

where
.
(3)
en (t ) = rn (t ) − d n (t )
Ck represents the tap coefficient where k is a tap number
and n is an update index. rn(t) is received signal and dn(t) is
reference signal level. µ is a programmable update magnitude.
Convergence of the tap weights over time and the equalized
eye diagram after convergence are shown in Fig. 4. c0 is the
weight of dc gain and controls the VGA before the combiner.
c1 is the tap weight of the decision feedback for the first postcursor ISI. Eye diagram in Fig. 4 is the results after
convergence when the delays of the feedback, tcomb and tclkq,
are 30ps and 80ps. Because of the large feedback delay and
finite slew rate, eye diagram after convergence has another
form of pattern dependent jitter although vertical voltage
margin at the center of the eye is optimized to the reference
voltage level.
n

B. Edge equalization
For edge or jitter equalization, full rate clock or quadrature
half rate clock is needed to sample the data transition edge.
Then two data edge samples in two consecutive data transition
are used to decide if the signal is under-equalized or over-

(b)
Fig. 4. (a) DFE tap coefficient over time and (b) Equalized output signal eye
through conventional LMS algorithm.

(a)
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IV. DISSCUSSION
Fig. 7 shows timing jitter and voltage margin for each
adaptation algorithm depending on the total decision feedback
delay, tcomb+tclkq. As LMS algorithm is optimized to minimize
the magnitude error at the center of the eye, voltage margin is
almost constant for the different delays. However, timing jitter
increases greatly as the decision feedback delay increases. On
the other hand, for edge equalization algorithm, timing jitter
does not increase much for a large feedback delay, but voltage
margin is greatly degraded. Thus, at the speed limitation, it is
necessary to consider a tradeoff between the timing margin
and the voltage margin and to choose the coefficient
adaptation algorithm. In the application of a large crosstalk
and noise, voltage margin is also important as much like
timing jitter for clean recovery clock. Thus, in the large
process and temperature variation, at the speed limitation, the
joint adaptation algorithm will shows compromised and robust
performance for the decision feedback equalizer with first
post-cursor cancellation. Although above results are obtained
for one tap decision feedback, it can be applied to the
equalizer which has many taps, because a first post cursor
feedback is usually dominant in the inter-symbol interference
and is at the edge of process speed.

Fig. 5. (a) DFE tap coefficient over time and (b) Equalized output signal eye
with edge equalization algorithm.

C. Joint adaptation algorithm
Alternatively iterating the tap coefficients with LMS
algorithm and edge equalization algorithm, timing jitter and
voltage margin can be compromised [5]. Fig. 6 shows the tap
coefficients and equalized eye diagram with joint adaptation
method at the same conditions. Both voltage margin and
timing jitter are improved compared to input signal, although
they are not the optimum value.

(a)
(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. (a) DFE tap coefficient over time and (b) Equalized output signal eye
with joint adaptation algorithm

(b)
Fig. 7. (a) RMS jitter and (b) voltage margin of equalized signal varying the
decision feedback delay for each adaptation algorithm
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V. CONCLUSION
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